
VOLTAGE VARIATIONS & STA 
PANEL



VOLTAGE VARIATION & STATIC TIMING

• Uncertainty in Timing => excessive margins,  costly & lengthy closure 

• 3 key sources of uncertainty:

• Crosstalk

• Process Variations

• Voltage Variations

• Less Variation/uncertainty =>  lower pessimism =>  better PPA



CHALLENGES WITH VOLTAGE VARIATION IN STA

• Can instance voltages be computed accurately

• What is accuracy?

• Can Spice be golden

• Challenges:

• Huge RC circuit of power grid

• Intra-cell grid add more

• Which instances to switch?

• Vector-less vs Vector-based

• Instance current is a function of voltage

• Concept of worst-case isn’t clear

• Good package/die model

• Inductance, off-chip regulator

• Cyclic dependency on voltage variation

• Lack of timing cell models supporting V(t)

• Timing of voltage drop:  is it worst?

• Optimism/Pessimism gap is huge

• Should we model voltage variations 

statistically?

• What is the correlation across instances?

• Opportunities in PBA:

• Know instances, but how to worst-case?

• PBA/GBA bounding hard to achieve

STAVoltage
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 Jim Dodrill is a Senior Principal Design Engineer in the Advanced Products Division of the Physical

Design Group at ARM in Austin, TX. He is responsible for developing new standard cells and related

methodologies in advanced process technologies that improve the power, performance, area, and

yield possible with ARM Artisan© Physical IP, especially when used to implement ARM CPU and

graphics cores. His recent work has focused on synchronizer design, on-chip variation, and soft

error tolerance. Jim earned a Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering degree from Oklahoma

State University and a Master of Science in Electrical Engineering and Computer Science degree

from Duke University. His experience spans the range from custom transistor level design to full

SOC chip tape-out and CAD enablement for companies including Texas Instruments, Ross

Technology, and Analog Devices.
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Voltage Variation in Space and Time
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Delay vs. Voltage
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 Per cell modeling is needed!
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Voltage Distribution
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Interpolated Voltage Variation Model
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Summary

 Interpolated Voltage Variation Model is Correct for:

 Voltage

 Device type (VT)

 Topology

 Slew/Load

 Arc

 Edge

 Interpolated Voltage Variation Model is Flexible

 Set max voltage for early paths

 Set min, or avg IR drop for late paths

 Add max IR drop for statistical timing of late paths

 Works during P&R optimization and sign-off

 Adjust to correlate with STA back-annotated with IR drop
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Christian Lutkemeyer

 Christian Lütkemeyer is a Senior Technical Director at Inphi
Corporation through the recent acquisition of ClariPhy Inc. in 
December 2016. He joined ClariPhy in February 2016 after more 
than 16 years in the Office of the CTO at Broadcom Corporation. 
Christian enjoys to identify and fix modeling weaknesses that may 
risk the robustness of ASICs that are built with state-of-the-art 
tools and flows. In recent contributions at Tau 2014 to 2016 he 
has identified slew-dependent constraint variation, Multi-Input-
Switching, and layer-to-layer interconnect variation as significant 
robustness risk factors.

 Hobby: volunteers as a Mountain Biking Docent with Irvine Ranch 
Conservancy
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Power Integrity Challenges in Complex SOCs

 Very high complexity modeling problem
• Package: 100s of balls, 1000s of bumps

• Chip: 100Ms of gates

• Operations: 1017 clock cycles over lifetime

• Manufacturing variations (devices, interconnect)

• Operating variations (temperature, operating mode 
changes)

 Dynamic system
• Power domains form non-linear, coupled oscillators, and 

are underdamped.
• Mix of random and deterministic activity

 What is the worst-case supply voltage on 
any critical path over the lifetime of all 
manufactured chips?
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Deficiencies in State-of-the-Art Power Integrity Modeling

 Assumption of VSS-lumped loads during cell characterization exaggerates 
demand current variation for clock trees.

 Current source modeling clobbers the beneficial damping properties of CMOS 
circuits that are clocked above package resonance.

 Reported effective supply voltages do not take supply noise dependent clock 
arrival times into account.
― Supply-noise-induced clock jitter can contribute useful or hurtful dynamic skew.

 Missing translation of per-gate dynamic supply voltages to per-path effective 
supply voltages in STA.

 Simulation times are too short to gain confidence in the reported voltages.
― Back-annotating voltages is gambling.                                  
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Complementing State-of-the-Art Modeling

log(time)
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State-of-the-art: 

(+) high spatial resolution

(−) significant modeling artifacts (risk of significant pessimism)

(−) very short real time is covered (risk of significant optimism)

(−) no clear metric what constitutes “good” supply voltage Robust Chip?

Significant confidence gap (RISK!)
?

10 years

DCC 

Model

This work: 

(−) low spatial resolution

(+) reduces significant modeling artifacts and uses a timing-based metric for “good” supply

(+) worst case system dynamics covered in a short real-time simulation

Excited worst-case system dynamics

Robust Chip!

Simplified power domains

and Power-Watchdogs 



PAUL PENZES

• Paul Penzes is a Senior Director of Engineering at Qualcomm 

Technologies Inc. He leads the Design Technology (DTECH) team 

within the Central Engineering and Technology organization. He 

manages design technology integration, digital testchips, timing 

methodology and sign-off, and performance-power-area (PPA) 

R&D. Prior to Qualcomm, Paul was an Associate Technical 

Director and Distinguished Engineer at Broadcom Inc. Paul has 

+25 patents issued, +15 pending, and has a B.S., an M.S. and a 

Ph.D. in Computer Science from the California Institute of 

Technology, Pasadena.

• Hobby:  work (?)



SUKETU DESAI

• Work Experience:

• Sr. Group Director, Power Sign-Off @ Cadence

• R&D Director, Power Sign-Off @ Cadence

• Product/Field Engineer @ Cadence, Simplex, Avant!

• Technology interests:

• Distributed computing for power calculation, and power-grid matrix solver

• IREM-aware timing and physical optimization methodologies

• Power integrity analysis for scan/test modes

• Vector-less power analysis

• System-level (board, pkg and die) Power Sign-Off and Silicon Correlation

• ESD Analysis, Substrate Noise, Thermal, 2.5/3DIC, Etc..

• Education: 

• MSEE, University of Southern California

• BSEE, REC Surat, India

• Hobby:  guitar,  reading



CHALLENGES

• At advanced nodes, IRdrop closure cycles are longer than timing closure cycles. 

• Do I need to fix all these violations? Because I think there’s

• Inherent pessimism in current modeling of my cells..

• Vectors are not available in time for my tape-out…

• RTL vectors doesn’t give sufficient coverage…

• I have limited faith in vector-less analysis to do any IR-aware timing analysis..

• Do I need to consider power-supply noise with package & board when 

calculating clock jitter margins?

• Oh, btw my design is humongous, how will I do all of this flat? Or is there an 

hierarchical approach for rail analysis as well?

• Can I just have an automated way to fix or waive these IVD issues, PLEASE??
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Bill Mullen

• Bill Mullen is Senior Director of R&D at ANSYS where he is 
responsible for the SeaScape big data platform and the SeaHawk
power integrity analysis product line. Bill joined ANSYS from the 
acquisition of Gear Design Solutions in 2015. Before joining Gear, 
Bill was VP of Engineering at Synopsys, most recently leading 
part of the IC Compiler II place and route R&D. Bill was part of 
the original PrimeTime team and led its development for years. 
He worked on Design Compiler, and was a key contributor to the 
SDC and NLDM industry standards. Bill received his BS in EE from 
Carnegie Mellon University.

• Hobbies:  cycling, tennis
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Power Integrity Sign-off

• Formal verification

• Millions/Billions of cycles of Emulation or RTL 
Simulation 

Function

• Exhaustive graph-based

• Path-based analysis of selected paths

• Numerous mode + corner combinations
Timing

• Static: exhaustive EM, other checks

• Dynamic: often only 1 mode, 1 corner

• Short duration, ~100ns

• This is not enough!

Rail

What’s needed for confidence in Dynamic Voltage Drop Sign-off?
• Scalable performance/capacity for multiple scenarios, longer duration
• Smart selection/creation of scenarios, to provide high coverage of 

possible but realistic worst-case drop

Result: power grid is often 

over-designed.

This wastes area & routing 

resources
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Data available from Dynamic Voltage Drop Analysis

• Transient Vdd and Vss voltage waveforms for each 
instance for many clock cycles in multiple scenarios

• Correlated “compressed” voltage for each instance in 
every cycle, within the timing window

• Use to determine timing path or clock jitter impact

2
0

What voltage data to use in STA?
• Full cycle, or within timing 

window?
• Which cycle of which scenario?
• Min, max, or average voltage? 

Or full waveforms?
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Possible Approaches

Global/Block Statistics Instance-Specific Voltages

Best for Most of design flow, while 
design is changing

Final path-based analysis

Input Data V waveforms for multiple 
scenarios, cycles

V waveforms for multiple 
scenarios, cycles

Method Compute statistics such as 
µ, σ of instance voltage in 
launch, capture segments 
and launch vs. capture 
gradient
Reference: Broadcom “Measured Cycle 
Variation”

Find cycle with worst delta slack 
due to voltage compression

Final Output Early and late voltage per 
block and power net

Voltage for each instance per
path

Must have high confidence Voltage Drop Analysis!
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Harish Kriplani

• Education:   PhD in ECE from University of Illinois

• Work    Bell Labs, Ambit, Cadence and Synopsys in areas of 

timing, power and circuit simulation.

• Hobby: Traveling and physical fitness
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Rail Analysis for Today’s Full Chip Designs

• Full chip designs today

– Hundreds of millions of cell instances

– Highly dense PG grids

– Large number of digital and mixed signal IPs

– Complex power management schemes

• EDA tools ready for huge designs

– Fast runtimes: analyze 100M+ inst in few hours

– Handle non linearity on PG grids well

– Robust flows for handling mixed signal IPs

– Chip / package co-analysis

EDA tools ready for the challenge

Rail Analysis for 

Full Chip Designs
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Advanced Node Challenges for PG Grid Closure

• PG grid challenges at 7nm and below

– Difficult trade-offs between PG and signal

– Complex EM rules

– Accuracy

– Significant impact from thermal gradients 

• Design trends for PG grid closure

– Prevention and fixing of PG issues well before 

signoff

– Accuracy is more important than ever

– Vector based analysis with broad coverage

– Accurate models for IPs, generated from simulation

– Full system analysis including package and substrate

EM and IR now critical components of implementation flow

Floorplan Place/CTS Route

Rail Integrity, Resistivity

Static & Dynamic Voltage Drop

Design Implementation Platform

Vector Profiling
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Voltage Drop Impact on Timing

• Timing challenges at advanced nodes

– Shrinking noise margins at ultra-low voltages

– Timing closure issues because of pessimistic 

voltage drop setups

– Voltage drops are different for each scenario

• Emphasis on bringing STA and rail analyses 

closer

– Multi-scenario rail analysis

– Voltage drop aware STA 

– Enable faster timing closure, smaller area

• Voltage drop feedback challenges

– Waveform, min-max drops, statistical voltage drops
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Voltage Drop Aware STA & Multi-scenario Analysis



QUESTIONS

• Some people in design community believe that voltage drops predicted by 

Rail Analysis tools are based on dubious assumptions and hence not 

accurate. Do you agree with this and if not, why?

• What improvements in Rail Analysis can help to raise confidence and trust in 

voltage drops?

• What should EDA vendors do to improve timing prediction of a circuit with 

voltage variations, and what will it take for design community to accept and 

use an integrated STA + Rail Analysis flow?


